
How to complete your  Lucy Walker

Timsheet

 

It is important you follow these 10 steps in order to complete your timesheet so we can ensure our
process remains effective to allow wage payments to be processed as quickly and accurate as possible.

Please note, the timesheet deadline is a strict deadline and late or incorrect timesheets will result in
a delayed payment.

1 - Fill out your full name

You will be surprised how many people we have with the same surname in any week so we need to void any

potential confusion and have your full name included

2 - Fill out the date

Even if you worked only one day, it should be the date of the next Sunday, which is the end of our payroll

week

3 - Fill out the company name and address

We often have employees at different branches of the same company and want to avoid any confusion when

it comes to invoicing

4 - Your hours

Enter in the times for the morning and afternoon, rounding up your daily hours to the nearest quarter (it

makes it much easier for us to use and check). A quarter of an hour is written as 0.25; so if you've worked six

hours and 45 minutes, write 6.75. 

When adding up your daily hours, make sure you write them on the right days, and deduct any unpaid breaks

like your lunch break from your total.

5 - Overtime column

Do not add anything in the overtime column, unless the client expressly tells you that you'll be paid for these

hours. Overtime needs to be authorised and clearly marked on the timesheet



6 - Total 

Total up the total number of hours you have worked in the week and record it in the total box.

7 - Sign off 

Ensure you sign and date your timesheet once completed.

8 - Authorisation

There are two ways your timesheet can be authorised by our payroll team:

 1. We need a handwritten signature by you and your manager on your timesheet and then it must be clearly

scanned to mark@lucywalkerrecruitment.com

or

 2. In the absence of a handwritten signature we require a typed signature on your timesheet from you

alongside an authorisation email from your manager, stating 

I confirm that (YOUR FULL NAME) worked (HOURS WORKED) hours this week, week ending (WEEK ENDING

DATE) as per the attached timesheet and authorise this to be processed.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THIS PROCESS WILL RESULT IN YOUR TIMESHEET BEING RETURNED TO YOU

9 - Submit

Email your timesheet to the contact you have been advised to send it to. Any queries call us.

10 - Payment

Timesheets are processed on a Monday for the previous week, and the monies due to you paid no later than

the following Friday. Your payslips will be released via email to you on the Friday.

Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee the time you will receive your pay as all receiving banks differ. However

we would suggest if you havent been paid by the Friday lunchtime to ring our Offices and speak to the admin

team.

Still unsure?

 Contact our Admin team who will talk you through the process step by step.




